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PRESS RELEASE 
Understand why your life and relationships are as they 
are and use practical tools and guidance to make positive 
changes and even change your life entirely. 

Do you know what you’re thinking? It’s easy to assume you do. 
However, the truth can be less than comforting. The unseen workings 
of the mind — our thoughts, feelings, encounters and memories — 
amount to the total sum of our social and psychological conditioning, 
the life experiences that influence the decisions we make, which in 
turn, affect the course our lives. By re-shaping these thoughts we can 
re-direct our progress, avoiding undesired places and heading 
confidently towards happiness and fulfilment. 

Why We Think The Way We Do And How To Change It by Thomas Garvey and Dr. Helen Kogan, specialists in the 
Science of Acting, a technique developed by Helen’s father, Sam Kogan, which has evolved from over forty years of 
combined practical experience and research into how people think to better formulate acting techniques. This self-
help guide explains two of the main causes of unhappiness and our inability to change: Mind Erosion, the mental 
pathways developed over time that we are unwilling to alter, and a lack of Awareness to recognise the thoughts 
causing these patterns. By targeting these two sources, you can begin to rewire your brain and start making 
emphatic, self-determined decisions 

Thomas Garvey and Dr. Helen Kogan take a no-holds-barred approach to help readers decipher their own mental 
practices and successfully implement the change they want to see in themselves. Insightful and compassionate, 
Why We Think the Way We Do and How to Change It is the first step to living the way you want to. 

About the authors: Thomas Garvey became an actor in the late 1980s after studying performing arts at the Academy 
of Live and Recorded Arts, then directing and teaching at the Kogan Academy of Dramatic Arts. He has appeared in 
plays, musicals and opera in venues ranging from the fringe through to major regional theatres and London’s Royal 
Opera House. As a teacher, Garvey has taught at The Kogan Academy for over fifteen years. He lives with his family 
in Cockfosters, North London. Helen Kogan holds a degree in Neuroscience and a Doctorate in Behavioural 
Neuropharmacology. After her father’s death in 2004, Helen temporarily took the role of Principal at The Kogan 
Academy of Dramatic Arts and remained Chair of the board for a subsequent decade. In 2009, she published an 
actor's guide, The Science of Acting, before directing her research towards the evolution of consciousness around the 
globe. Why We Think the Way We Do and How to Change It by Thomas Garvey and Dr. Helen Kogan (published 
by Clink Street Publishing September 14th 2017, RRP $16.99 paperback, $7.99 ebook) will be available to buy online 
from retailers including Amazon.com and to order from all good bookstores. 
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